SELF GENERATING ELECTRIC SYSTEMS IN SOUTH RIVER

The Borough of South River encourages its residents to explore ways to reduce your cost of electric in the Borough. One of these ways is by using solar power. SOLAR POWER IS ALLOWED in the Borough of South River. Residents should be aware of the following requirements when choosing solar power in South River:

- South River is a non-regulated utility that is not under the jurisdiction of the BPU.
- South River requires an escrow account in the amount of $3,500.00 for engineering costs associated with the installation. Any unused balance of the escrow account will be returned to the applicant upon project completion.
- South River DOES NOT do net metering.
- South River DOES give its solar power users who pay the current rate for the electric that is used monthly a monthly credit of .099 cents of kilowatt hour usage based on meter reading for what goes back into the grid.
- A permit is required from the South River Building Department